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Abstract. In this paper, we study the cyclic homology of affine algebras over 
a field of characteristic 0. We show that if  A is such an algebra the inverse 
system (HC.+2m(A), S)m decomposes in sufficiently large degrees into the direct 
H*+2ttA sum of the constant system with value ~ , 'mz inf , ) and a system which is 
essentially zero. The essentially zero component is the kernel of  the Loday-  
Quillen map l~ and the behavior of  the restriction of S on it is closely related to 
the degeneracy of the spectral sequence associated with Connes' exact couple 
of  A. 
0 Introduction 
It is well-known that the cyclic homology of  the algebra A of regular functions 
on an affine algebraic variety over a field of  characteristic 0 is closely related 
to the cohomology of the variety. In the smooth case, this relation is expressed 
by the existence of an isomorphism 
~,,: HCn(A) 'f2nA/df2A - '  @ H ~ 2 ( A ) @ H ~ - 4 ( A ) @  .. .  
defined by Loday and Quillen in [19]. (The continuous analogue of  this 
result was already obtained by Connes, who introduced in [5] the cyclic (co-) 
homology o f  an associative algebra over the complex numbers as an ana- 
logue of the de Rham cohomology of a space in the context of his non- 
commutative geometry.) The map it is defined for non-smooth algebras as well, 
where HdR(A) is the cohomology of the de Rham (Kfihler) complex f2~, but 
it is not always an isomorphism. In the general case, the relation between the 
cyclic homology of A and the cohomology of  Spec A can be better expressed in 
terms of the periodic cyclic homology, a 2-periodic version of cyclic homology 
obtained by inverting an endomorphism S of  the latter of degree - 2 .  According 
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to a theorem due to Feigin and Tsygan (cf. [8]), the periodic cyclic homology 
HP(A) of A is isomorphic with the infinitesimal cohomology Hinf(A) of Spec A, 
viewed with the even-odd grading. This theorem can be proved following the 
approach of Deligne and Hartshorne to infinitesimal cohomology (cf. [13]), 
where one embeds a given variety as a closed subvariety of a smooth variety 
and then considers the completion of the de Rham complex of the latter along 
the subvariety. This method was developed by Wodzicki, Seibt and I-Iiibl (cf. 
[14,24,27]) and led to a generalization of the above result to the case where 
the ground ring is any commutative Noetherian Q-algebra. 
The cyclic homology HC(A) admits a functorial decomposition which can 
be described using the non-abelian derived functor approach of [4, 8] or the 
combinatorial approach of [9, 17, 21 ]. There is a corresponding decomposition 
of the periodic cyclic homology HP(A) into the direct product of components 
Hp(i)(A), i C Z, and the isomorphism of Feigin and Tsygan decomposes into 
2i--* the direct product of isomorphisms Hp~i)(A) ~_ Hi, f (A). 
An auxiliary tool for understanding the action of S on HC(A) is the spectral 
sequence associated with Connes' exact couple of A. We show that the limit 
term E ~176 of that spectral sequence is isomorphic with the infinitesimal coho- 
mology Hinf(A); this proves a conjecture of Wodzicki. The idea of the proof 
is to show that the spectral sequence converges to periodic cyclic homology. 
Then, E ~176 is the graded vector space associated with a certain filtration of 
HP(A). Using Deligne's identification of infinitesimal cohomology with singu- 
lar cohomology over C and a result of Bloom and Herrera, we show that this 
associated graded vector space coincides with Hinf(A). The convergence of the 
spectral sequence follows since the inverse system (HC.+zm(A),S)m satisfies the 
Mittag-Leffler condition, a fact which is itself proved using the finiteness of 
infinitesimal cohomology. The initial term of the spectral sequence contains 
the de Rham (Kfihler) cohomology HdR(A) and the canonical map Hi~f(A)----~ 
H~R(A ) is identified with an edge homomorphism. Hence, the intermediate 
terms of the spectral sequence should be viewed as higher order approxima- 
tions of Hinf(A). 
Combining the above results, we obtain a fairly complete picture about the 
asymptotic structure of the inverse system (I-IC.+2m(A),S)m. In order to state 
our main result, let us denote by Vn(A) the kernel of the Loday-Quillen map 
/in; then, V(A) = ~n>=o Vn(A) is an S-invariant subspace of HC(A). We prove 
the following 
Theorem The inverse system (HC.+2m(A), S)m decomposes in sufficiently large 
M*+2I A degrees into the direct sum of the constant system with value ~:)tcz l"inf ( ) 
and the system (V.+2m(A),S)m, which is essentially zero. 
The behavior of S on V(A) determines the degeneracy of the spectral 
sequence associated with Connes' exact couple of A; we show that the 
restriction SIrrA ) is nilpotent if and only if the spectral sequence degenerates. 
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In order to justify the plausibility of this criterion, we note that the differential 
O r of the spectral sequence is closely related to the iterate S r. Hence, the 
nilpotence of S on V(A) essentially means that the component V(A) of HC(A) 
does not affect the behavior of the spectral sequence in sufficiently large de- 
grees. 
These results were announced in a Note to Comptes Rendus [7]. 
The contents of this work are as follows: 
Section 1 is introductory. We set up the notation we will be using and 
recall the basic facts about the Hochschild and cyclic homology of algebras. 
We also review the decomposition of the homology of commutative algebras 
and record the properties that will be needed. The reader can find all these 
notions and prerequisite results in Loday's book [18]. 
In Sect. 2, we first detail the decomposition of the periodic cyclic homology 
of commutative algebras and prove that the components of  this decomposition 
can be identified, for an affine algebra, with infinitesimal cohomology. For such 
an algebra, we then prove that the inverse system (HC.+2m, S)m satisfies the 
Mittag-Leffier condition, using a general property of inverse systems of count- 
ably generated vector spaces. We also show that the infinitesimal cohomology 
admits canonical embeddings into the components of cyclic homology. 
In Sect. 3, after some generalities about the spectral sequence associated 
with an exact couple, we consider the case of  Connes' exact couple and prove 
that the limit term of the corresponding spectral sequence is isomorphic, for an 
affine algebra, with infinitesimal cohomology. As an application, we then prove 
our main result about the structure of the inverse system (HC.+2m, S)m. Finally, 
we examine the relation between the degeneracy of the spectral sequence and 
the kernel of  the Loday-Quillen map /t. 
For the sake of completeness, we have included an appendix with some 
results about inverse limits that are used in the main text. 
Notations and terminology. Unless otherwise specified, k will be a fixed field 
of characteristic 0 and all vector spaces and algebras will be over k. By a (dou- 
ble) complex we will mean a (double) chain complex. If  (C, 0) is a complex 
and m E Z, we will denote by (C[m], 0[m]) the complex with (C[m])n = Cn-m 
and (0[m])n = (-1)mOn_m. 
1 Prerequisites 
1.1 Cyclic homology of algebras 
Let A be an algebra and consider the normalized Hochschild complex (C(A), b), 
whose homology is the Hochschild homology HH(A) of A. Recall that Cn(A) = 
A | ~| where A = A/k and the tensor products are over k. The complex 
(C(A), b) can be endowed with the structure of a mixed complex by means 
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of certain maps B:  Cn(A) ~ C,~+I(A) satisfying the relations B 2 = 0 and 
Bb + bB = 0 (cf. [15, 19]). 
We now consider the double complex ?~(A) defined by letting the compo- 
nent of degree (p, q) be Cq_p(A) if p, q > 0 and the horizontal (resp. vertical) 
differential be B (resp. b). The homology of the associated total complex is 
the cyclic homology HC(A). The short exact sequence of complexes 
O--~(C(A),b) t ,Tot ~(A) S~(Tot ~(A))[2] , 0 ,  ( t )  
where S is obtained by omitting the first column of ~(A), induces a functorial 
long exact sequence (Connes' exact sequence) 
8 HHn(A) 1_~ HCn(A) S ~ HCn_2(A) B, HHn_~(A)---~...1 
In other words, there is an exact couple g(A) (Connes' exact couple; cf. [5]) 
HC(A) s HC(A) 
~-~ J B (2) 
HH(A) 
The inverse limit of the inverse system ((Tot :~(A))[-2m],S)m is the complex 
associated with the double complex ~per(A) whose component of degree (p, q) 
is Cq_p(A) for all p, q E Z with horizontal (resp. vertical) differential given 
by B (resp. b). The homology of that complex is the periodic cyclic homology 
HP(A); it is related to cyclic homology by the short exact sequence 
0 ~lim I HC.+2m+z(A)----~HP.(A)--~Iim HC,+2m(A) '0. (3) 
Now suppose that A is commutative and consider the double complex ~(A) 
consisting of 12 q-p in degree (p, q) if p, q > 0 with horizontal (resp. vertical) 
differential given by d = ddR (resp. 0). The maps /~n : Cn(A) , (2~ with 
ao | |  | ~-~ 1/n!aodal ... dan induce a morphism of double complexes 
/~: ~(A) , ~(A); this is the Loday-Quillen map. If A is smooth, # is a 
quasi-isomorphism (cf. [19]). 
1.2 Decompositions for commutative algebras 
We now fix a commutative algebra A. In this case, HH(A) and HC(A) 
admit functorial decompositions, which can be described by the combinatorial 
approach of [9, 17,21] as follows. Viewing the components of the normalized 
Hochschild complex as modules over the corresponding symmetric groups and 
using a certain family of idempotents of the associated rational group rings, 
one obtains a decomposition (C(A), b) = (~i>o(C(i)(A), b), with C~')(A) = 0 
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for i > n. Hence, there results a decomposition of HH(A); we have 
~>0 t=0 
where HH~,')(A) = H, (C(')(A)). 
The operator B maps CU)(A) into C (i+l)(A) and hence the double complex 
,~(A) decomposes as M ( A ) =  @i>_0 M(i)(A), where :~(i)(A) is the subcomplex 
of  :~(A) consisting of  E('-P)(A] in degree (p ,  q) if p, q > 0. There results a - - q - p  ~ J = 
decomposition of  HC(A); we have 
~>0 ~=0 
where HC~~ = Pin (Tot ,~(i)(A)). 
The short exact sequence ( l )  decomposes into the direct sum of  
0___~(C0)(A) ' b)~Tot /~( i ) (A)  s ~ (TotM(i_l)(A)) [2] 70, i >= 0 .  
Hence, Connes'  exact sequence admits itself a decomposition into the direct 
sum of  exact sequences of  the form 
... ~> HH~n(A) ~ Hc(~i)(A) ~ HC(.'_2 l)(A) ~ HH~')_, (A) ' ) . . .  
Remark 1.1 The above decompositions can be also described using the 
non-abelian derived functor approach of  [4,8]. The equivalence of  the two 
approaches is shown in [17,26] (see also [22]). 
The map #n" C,(A) ~f2~ of  Sect. 1.1 vanishes on @,"__o I c~,i)(A) and 
induces an isomorphism/~, : HH~n)(A) ~ f2]. Let Y~(i)(A) be the double com- 
plex consisting of the truncated de Rham complex 
G ' d  r2's ,I . ~ . ~---- . . .~-f2 ~ A 
in the ith row and zeroes elsewhere. The map # : ~ ( A )  ,@(A) 
decomposes into the direct sum o f / t  (i)" ,~//)(A) ,@(')(A), i > 0. The in- 
duced maps in homology are compatible with S; in particular, for i < n there 
is a commutative diagram 
Hc(i)(A) "(/) 2i-,, H~R (A) 
(2~-n) 
(2i--n) 2 i - - n  2 i - - n - - I  HC~i_ . (A) ~ Qa /dQA 
(4) 
6 
where j is the inclusion. Moreover,/t~ "). HC~")(A) 
phism for all n. 
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,f'~A/df2'~ -I is an isomor- 
2 Periodic cyclic homology and infinitesimal cohomology 
2.1 The decomposition of periodic cyclic homology 
Let A be a commutative algebra and consider the decompositions C(A) = 
~>_o C(~ and @(A) = ~i>=o.~(i)(A) described in Sect. 1.2. For i E Z, the 
inverse limit of the inverse system ((Tot gt3(i+m)(A))[-2m], S)m is the complex 
associated with the double complex M~i~(A) pictured below 
9 ~ 9 
( i + 2 )  B (i+l) - . . .  9 . .  
( i + 1 )  n t'(i+l)gA~ k C/(+)I(A ) B_ C}i_,)(A) o 
(i) ... L C~++I')(A) L c~i)(A) L c~i_ql)(A) L . . .  
( i -  1) 0 0 0 
( - 1 )  (0) (1) 
= ~ (i) A Let HpCi)(A) be the homology of Tot M~p/e)r(A ). Since Mpcr(A) /-IiCZ,~per(), 
we have YotMver(A)= 1-Ii~zYot ~'~r(A); hence, HP(A) = IIi~zHp(i)(A) (cf. 
[ 17, Remark 4.10]). 
We also consider the double complex @~pie)r(A) consisting of the de Rham 
complex 
d o i + l  ,~ d " d i--I d 
+-'-- ~ 'A  ~t,4 ' ~ A  ' " ' "  
( - 1 )  (0) (1) 
in the ith row and zeroes elsewhere. For all i E Z, there is an induced morphism 
of double complexes/~")" M~)r(A) ~ ) r ( A ) .  
Now suppose that A = R/l, for some commutative algebra R and some 
ideal I c_ R. Consider the I-adic topology on the R-module f2~ and let 
~* limm, f2*R/Im~2*R be the corresponding completion. The de Rham dif- O R = 
9 - ~ ,  . ~ * + 1  ferential d : s~R---~szR is continuous and hence extends to a differential 
T h e  c y c l i c  h o m o l o g y  o f  aff ine  a l g e b r a s  
d:  ~ - - - - ~ + ' .  If A is finitely generated the cohomology of (fiR, d) is in- 
dependent of the presentation A = R/I, for R smooth over k, and depends 
functorially on A (cf. [13]); it coincides with the infinitesimal cohomology 
Hi.f(A) of SpecA over Speck, defined by Grothendieck in [12] as the correct 
generalization of de Rham cohomology for singular varieties. 
The family of morphisms i ~i)" , ~ ( R / I  m) , ~)er(R/Im), m E N, induces 
a morphism 
~(i): ~(i)(A" R) = lim ~i)~(R/Im) ~ lim ~i)r(R/Im ) = ~(i)tA" R) per', , ~ ~ per',  , 9 
m m 
Note that li+_mf2*R/i., = l i + m m . Q * R l l m O ~ ;  hence, if A = R/I is a smooth presentation 
of A, we have H. (Tot~(~i~)r(A; R)'} =Hi~ f2i-*(A). \ - -  / 
Lemma 2.1 The projection ,~(i)per~(A', R ) - - - -+~(A)  onto the component of  de- 
gree m = 1 is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e. H, (Tot ~ie)r(A; R)) -~ Hp(,i)(A). 
Proof (cf. [24, Appl.l.15(2)])This follows from the functoriality of the 
decomposition of periodic cyclic homology and Goodwillie's theorem on nilpo- 
tent ideals (cf. [10]). [] 
Theorem 2.2 I f  A is a commutative alyebra of  finite type there are canonical 
isomorphisms tiC, i) : ~i) 2i-, HP, (A)---+Hmf (A). 
Proof We can present A as a quotient of a smooth algebra R by some ideal 
I C_ R. Then ~(i). ~ i 2 r ( A ;  R)----~/e)r(A; R) induces in homology morphisms 
~(,i): Hp~i)(A) ) H  2 i - * t z l " ~  via the identification of Lemma 2.1. Using standard inf ' , ~ ' J  
arguments, one can show that these do not depend on the choice of the smooth 
VI  ~.(i) presentation of A and are functorial. Since the product morphism ~li~z~, ' 
IIiczHp~i)(A)--~IliczHiZn~f-*(A) is an isomorphism (cf. [8,27]), we conclude 
that the same is true for fi~,i). 
Remark 2.3 Using [14, Theorem 2], one can show that Theorem 2.2 holds 
more generally when k is any commutative Noetherian ring containing Q. 
2.2 The inverse system ( H C , + 2 m ,  S)m,  I 
Let A be a commutative algebra and consider for n E Z the inverse system 
(HC~++m)(A),S)m. We will denote by 5'if, (A) and ~l , (A) the  inverse limits li+m m 
( n + m )  . I ( n + m )  9 HC .~ (A) and hm HC ,~ (A) respecUvely The surjective inverse system n t z m  , . - -  rn n + z m  " 
of complexes ((Tot,~(i+m)(A))[-2m], S)m induces for all * C Z functorial 
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short exact sequences 
0 ~ i _ . _ j ( A )  ~Hp~i)(A) >o;r (A) ~0. 
I f  A is finitely generated, we can use Theorem 2.2 and rewrite the above exact 
sequence as 
0----+2/FJ,_I(A) ,Hi~f(A ) , , ~ , (A)  ,0 ,  n r Z .  (5) 
Theorem 2.4 Let A be a commutative algebra of  finite type. 
(n+m) (i) The inverse system (HCtn+2m (A), S)m sati~ff~es the Mitta,q LefHer con- 
dition and hence H~/(A) ~- Jr,(A). 
(ii) The inverse system (HC.+2m(A), S)m sat~es the Mittag-LefJler con- 
dition and hence HP.(A ) ~_ li,_mmHC.+zm(A ). 
Proof (i) The finite dimensionality of  Hi"nf(A) (cf. [ 13, Chap. If, Theorem 6.1 ]) 
and (5) imply that ~ ' ~ - i  (A) is finite dimensional. The result then follows from 
Proposition A.3 of  the Appendix (Gray 's  criterion). 
(ii) The first claim follows from (i); the second then follows from (3). [] 
Remark 2.5 The conclusion of  Theorem 2.4 may be false for an arbitrary ring 
k. Indeed, the periodic cyclic homology of  the Z-algebra Z[x]/(x n -  1), n > 2, 
is not the inverse limit of  its cyclic homology (cf. [16]). 
Let A be a commutative algebra of  finite type and consider the structural 
morphisms 
0 . 0 ) :  H i n f 2 , - n ( A )  ~HC(n')(A) 
of  the inverse limit 2i-n Hi, f (A) ~-- JC2i-,(A). By their definition, these are com- 
patible with S, i.e. Sa}, ~) _(i-i) I f  A = R/I is a presentation of A as a = O n _  2 9 
quotient o f  a smooth algebra R, the projection ~2 R * = li+_m Q R / m "  * ~ A *  onto the 
component of  degree m = 1 induces maps 
7JA: Hinf(A) 'HdR(A) 9 
One can verify that 7JA does not depend on the choice of  the smooth presen- 
tation of A and is functorial. 
Proposit ion 2.6 Let A be a commutative algebra of  finite type. 
czO) ~(0 9 ~ 2 i - - n ~  n T r , ~ ( z ) ~  In ~T21-nf~ ' ,  
(i) I f  i < n the composition //in f ~yt)----o_r/I.~ n [,.,ql-------OtTdR [yl) is the 
qs2,-, while the composition Hi~f(A ) HC~ (m) QA/d~'~A map --A , 
)~  n n n--I coincides with ~n A followed by the inclusion j oJ H~R(A ) in QA/dQA . 
(ii) ~i) is injective for all i < n. 
Proof (i) This follows since, given a presentation A = R/I with R smooth 
over  k, the diagram below commutes for all i < n 
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H. (Tot ;~U~),-(A;R,)=/4. (Tot ~5~(A )) = HP~i)(A)~'2i_,,(A, 
2i--n 
Hin f (A) 
•21--n A 
(ii) Using the next theorem, this is a consequence of (i). 
= lira HCr ) --~ HC~')(A) 
m 
, , 2  - ~  z , , , .  
> F / d R  ~, / t  ) 
[] 
Theorem 2.7 (Deligne, Bloom, Herrera) I f  A is a commutative algebra of  
finite type the map tPA : Hmf(A)----~HdR(A) is injective. 
Proof Assume that k = C and fix a smooth presentation A = R/I of A. Let 
Y = SpecA,X = Spec R and consider the associated analytic spaces Yh and Xh. 
Let •r (resp. ~2x) be the cochain complex of sheaves of algebraic differential 
forms on Y (resp. X) and ~ the formal completion of ~x along the closed 
subscheme Y. Similarly, considering analytic differential forms on Yh and Xh, 
A 
we obtain g2rh, g2xh and g2~. Finally, let Crh be the constant sheaf C on yh. 
We now consider the commutative diagram 
n(2,b 2) ~, n(2h, bg) ~/' B(Y~,C~,,) 
H ( Y , ~ r )  ; ,  H(Yh, g2vh) = H(Yh,~2 h ) 
where H denotes hypercohomology, ~ and 7 are the comparison maps and fl 
A 
(resp. 6) is induced by the natural map Crh >Qxh (resp. Crh---~f2rh). Then, 
and fi are isomorphisms by [13, Chap. IV, Theorem 1.1] and 5 is injective 
as shown in [2]. Hence, 7Jr is injective. But q'r is identified with ~A via the 
degeneracy of the corresponding hypercohomology spectral sequences. 
The case of an arbitrary field k (of characteristic 0) can be reduced to the 
one considered above using the compatibility of Hinr and HdR with extensions 
of the base field (concerning Hmr, see [13, Chap. Ill, Proposition 5.2]). [] 
3 The spectral sequence associated with Connes' exact couple 
3. l The spectral sequence associated with an exact couple 
Let ~ = (D, E, ~, fl, ~:) be an exact couple of vector spaces pictured as 
D ~ D  
':% S/~ 
E 
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We will briefly review the construction of  the spectral sequence associated 
with g'; for more details, the reader is refered to [6, 20]. We first define a 
sequence (gr)r=>0 of  exact couples (the higher derived couples o f /o  ~ = C~ 
with ~r = (D r, U ,  ~r), tiC,) 7(r)) given by: 
ar 
9 D r = corD = im(D - - ~  D)  , 
9 E r = 7-1arD/[]Ot-r(O), where co-r(0) = ker(D ~" ~D) , 
9 ~tr) is induced by a ,  
9  maps ard E D r onto the class [rid] E U and 
9 7 (r) maps a class [e] E U onto ?e C D r . 
We now consider the endomorphism c7 = fi(")7r r) of  U .  Since (U)  2 = 0, 
(U ,  ~Y) is a differential vector space and one computes H(E r, U) = U +'.  
It follows that ( ( U ,  U))r  is a spectral sequence o f  vector spaces. The limit 
term of  the spectral sequence is given by E ~ = 7- 'a~D/ f l~-~(O) ,  where 
~ D  = n~__>o~rD and cr  = Ur=>0~-~(0). Hence, there is a short exact 
sequence 
O- - -~D/ (oc -~(O)+~D)  /~,E ~ ?>~~162 (6) 
Remark 3.1 (i) The differential c~ r of  the spectral sequence associated with the 
exact couple g = (D, E, cr fl, 7) vanishes if and only if ~ r D a ~ - l ( 0 )  C_ ar+lD. 
It follows that the spectral sequence degenerates at U0 if and only if the 
decreasing filtration o f  a - l ( 0 )  = ker a by its subspaces arD N ~-J (0) = ker a(~), 
r > 0, stabilizes at r0, i.e. if  and only if  
~ D  n cr . . . . .  ~r~ n c~-J(0) = ~r~ n ~ - l (0 )  . 
This happens if, for example, er0D = ero+lD. 
(ii) Suppose that the exact couple 6 ~ is graded by an abelian group G, i.e. 
D and E are G-graded vector spaces and ~,/~, 7 are homogeneous morphisms 
of  degrees deg e, deg/~ and deg 7 respectively. Then E r, r C N, and E ~ are 
also G-graded vector spaces and the differential c? r of  E r is homogeneous of  
degree deg fi + deg 7 - r deg ~. 
3.2 The case of  Connes' exact couple 
Let A be a commutative algebra. Then, Connes'  exact couple (2) is Z 9 Z- 
graded (in the sense o f  Remark 3.1(ii)); in bidegree (n, i), HC(A) and HH(A) 
consist o f  HC(,i)(A) and HHt, O(A) respectively and degS = ( - 2 ,  - 1 ) ,  degB = 
(1, 1) and d e g I  = (0, 0). Therefore, the terms Er(A) of  the spectral sequence 
and its limit term E ~ ( A )  are bigraded and the differential ~?r is homogeneous 
of  degree (1 + 2r, 1 + r). 
_ = i ( n + r )  S r ( n )  For r > 1, we have E~,I")(A) m(HC~+2,. (A)---~HC~ (A)). In particu- 
lar, there is an isomorphism EI{n)(A) ~- H~R(A ) induced by the Loday-Quillen 
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map 
given in bidegree (n, i) by 
= HC',+zm (A) ~ HC},')(A) 
Lm>0 
n ker ( H C ~ i ) ( A ) ~  HC~,~)(A)) . 
Since HC~"_-zl)(A) = O, we have: 
p. Since S is locally nilpotent, it follows from (6) that the limit term is 
(7) 
(n+m) S m ) 
E,,~(")(A) = n i m  HC'~+2m (A) ~ HQ")(A) . 
m>O 
The edge homomorphism E~(")(A) ~ E~) (A)  identifies E,,~")(A) with 
subspace of H~(A)  consisting of those elements which are the 
annihilated by all higher order differentials of the spectral sequence 
2(n) It E~(")(A) c_ ... C_ E,, (A) c_ E~")(A)~_H~R(A) . 
If A is finitely generated the morphism a~ "~" H~f(A)----+HCf~(A) of 
Sect. 2.2 can be viewed as a map 
z,,: Hinf(A) ' E ~ ( n ) ( A ) .  
Theorem 3.2 Let A be a commutative algebra o f  finite type. 
(i) zn : Hnf(A)-----~E~n)(A) is an isomorphism Jor all n. 
(ii) E~(i)(A)= 0 i f  i < n. 
Proof Using Theorem 2.4 and Proposition A.5 of the Appendix, we can rewrite 
(7) as 
= Hi, f (A) ~HC~')(A) Nker HC~i)(A) s,HC~,,'-21)(A) . 
Therefore, assertions (i) and (ii) follow from Proposition 2.6(ii). [] 
Remarks 3.3 (i) If A is a commutative algebra of finite type the edge 
homomorphism E~(n)(A) ~ E~(n)(A) is identified with ~:H,~f(A)  , 
H~R(A). 
(ii) If A is an arbitrary (not necessarily commutative) algebra Connes' exact 
couple and the associated spectral sequence are Z-graded. Up to grading, this 
spectral sequence is induced by the filtration of the double complex ~ver(A) 
by columns. 
If A is a commutative algebra of finite type Theorem 3.2 implies that the 
limit term E~(A)  = ~ , E ~ ( A )  is isomorphic with Hi,t'(A) = ~nHinf(A) as 
a Z-graded vector space. If 9 is the parity of n and o'n : HP,(A) ,HC,, 
(A) the canonical map, there is an isomorphism E ~ ( A ) ~ - k e r  an_2/ker a,.  
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(iii) Let A = (~)t>oAt be a graded algebra. The induced grading on the 
tensor powers of  A is compatible with the differentials b and B; hence, the 
double complex ~ ( A )  is itself graded as ~ ( A )  = (~t >o ~(A)t ,  with ,~(A)o = 
?~(A0). There results a decomposition of  the exact couple g~(A) as ~'(A) = 
(~t>=o~(A)t, with g(A)0 = dO(Ao), and hence a similar decomposition of  the 
associated spectral sequence and its limit term. Using Goodwill ie 's  theorem on 
the action of  derivations in cyclic homology (cf. [10]), for the special case of  
the Euler field acting on A, one can show that the endomorphism S of  the exact 
couple $~t vanishes if t > 1 (cf. [25, Proposition 2.4]). Hence, the inclusion 
A0 ~ A induces isomorphisms Er(A0) -~ E"(A),r > 1, and E~176 ~_ E~176 
Therefore, the spectral sequence associated with Connes '  exact couple of  a 
commutative algebra of  finite type is (in degrees r > 1) a homotopy invariant 
of  the corresponding affine algebraic variety. 
3.3 The inverse system (HC.+2m, S)m, H 
Let A be a commutative algebra of  finite type and consider the kernel V~(A) C_ 
HC~(A) of the Loday-Quil len map #,.  Then, V(A) = ~) ,  Vn(A) is an S- 
invariant subspace of  HC(A). Let v(i)(A) : V(A) (q HC(,t)(A). 
Lemma 3.4 Let A be a commutative algebra of  finite type. 
(i) There exists no = no(A) such that jbr all n, i with n - i > no there 
are canonical decompositions compatible with S 
Hc~ni)(A) 2i--n A = Hin f ( ) |  v~i)(A) (8) 
(ii) I f  i < n there exists mo = mo(i, n) such that for m > mo we have 
S m . \ / r r p ( i + m ) z ~ x S  m+l 
ker (HC~++ml(A)---~HC(~')(A)) = ker ~I"I(.~n+2mIA)-'-'--+HC(~']zl)(A)). (9) 
(iii) I f  the spectral sequence associated with Connes' exact couple of  A 
degenerates at E r0 we can choose in (i) and (ii) above no = ro = mo(i, n ) fo r  
all i < n. 
Proof (i) Theorems 2.4 and 3.2 imply that there exists no > 0 such that for 
all n ),' im {14c~(n+')tA ~ ~s" HC~n)(A) ~_ Hinf(A)n ~ '"  Vn+Zm 
when m > no (note that HC(~")(A) and Hi'~f(A ) vanish for all but finitely many 
n's).  Proposition 2.6(i) shows that, if  m > no and m > 0, the surjection of  
(n+m)  HC~n+Zm (A) onto the image Hinf(A) o f  ~l (n )S  m = Jl  ~("+")n+2m (cf. (4))  admits a 
canonical splitting. I f  m = no = 0 we have HC~m(A)~ H~r(A) and hence (8) 
holds for i = n. 
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(ii) Given i < n, Theorems 2.4 and 3.2 imply that there exists mo = 
too(i, n) >= 0 such that 
(i+m) S m (HC~i)(A) s = im(HC;+2m(A ) ,HC~)(A)" Aker  ,HC~'_-2')(A)) 0 
for m => m0. The above equality is equivalent to (9). 
(iii) This follows from the proofs given above and Remark 3.1(i). [] 
Theorem 3.5 Let A be a commutative algebra of  finite type. 
I L I (  ~(n+m ) (i) There exists no = no(A) such that the inverse system ~'~.+2m 
(A), S)m>=.o decomposes for  aft n into the direct sum o f  the constant system 
with value H,~'~f(A) and the system t v  ('+m)l~ ~" .+2  ~"), S)m>.o, which is essentially 
zero. 
(ii) There exists No = No(A) such that the inverse system (HC.+2m 
(A), S)m>Xo decomposes Jbr * = O, 1 into the direct sum of  the constant 
system with value rv, H,+21r ~.tJl~z i,f ~ ) and the system (V.+2m(A), S)m>=U O, which 
is essentially zero. 
Proof (i) The first claim is a reformulation of  Lemma 3.4(i). Theorem 2.4 
implies that the system t v(n+m)tA~ S)m satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition ~." n+2m ~, 1, 
:__ rz(n+m)t ,i and li_~mYn+2m [~/) = 0, whence the last claim. 
(ii) I f  A can be generated as a k-algebra by g ( >  0) elements and no > 0 
is as above, we consider N~ = 2 n o + g - 2 .  For all n > N~ we then have 
HC(,')(A) = Hi2/~-"(A)| V~i)(A). If  n -  i > no, this follows from (i). On the 
other hand, if n > N~ and n - i < no, both sides of  the equality vanish since 
2 i -  n > g (the vanishing of  Hc~i)(A) is shown in [26] and that of  Hi~i~:-~(A) 
follows since HZ[t-n(a) = 0). Hence, we can choose No = [(m~ + 1)/2]. Us- 
ing Theorem 2.4 as above, we conclude that the system (V,+2m(A), S ) m  is 
essentially zero. [] 
Remark 3.6 The decomposition of  Theorem 3.5 is canonical in the fol- 
lowing sense. I f  B is another algebra of  finite type and f " A---*B an 
algebra morphism, the induced map f "  HC,,(A) ~HCn(B) splits when n > 
max(N~(A),N~(B)) into the direct sum of  the morphisms f :  V,,(A)---~Vn(B) 
and f "  n+21 Hi  f (A)  n+21 ,H~.f (B), t ~ z .  
3.4 Degeneracy criteria 
Let A be a commutative algebra o f  finite type. In this section, we study the 
relation between the restriction o f  the operator S on the kernel V(A) of  the 
Loday-Quillen map and the degeneracy of  the spectral sequence associated with 
Connes'  exact couple of  A. We note that Theorem 3.5 implies that for any n 
there exists m = m(n) such that the map Sin: Vn+2m(m) ~Vn(A) vanishes. 
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Theorem 3.7 Let A be a commutative algebra o f  finite type and consider the 
spectral sequence associated with Connes' exact couple of  A. 
(i) I f  the spectral sequence degenerates at E ro the restriction SroIV(A ) van- 
ishes. 
(ii) Conversely, i f  SIV(A ) is nilpotent the spectral sequence degenerates. 
Proof (i) I f  the spectral sequence degenerates at E"0 Lemma 3.4(iii) shows 
that (9) is valid for all i < n and m > ro. Applying that equation repeatedly, 
we conclude that 
Sro HC~s ) = (HC~i)(A s .... - "  \ =  ker (HC(i)(A) _ ) ker ) ~ H C ~ , " ' ( A ) )  V~ ') 
for n - i > ro, where the second equality follows from the commutativity of  
diagram (4). Hence, sr~ = 0 for n - i _> r0. S i n c e  HCn_zr o(i-'o)(A) = 0 if 
n - i < r0, we always have S r~ v~i)(A) = O. 
(ii) Let S u vanish on V(A), where N is large enough so that (8) is valid 
for n - i => N. I f  m > N we compute 
( i + m )  m . S 
= n A) i f i = n  
i f i < n .  
Theorem 3.2 and Remark 3.1(i) imply that the spectral sequence degenerates 
at E N. [] 
Now, we want to characterize those commutative algebras of  finite type 
for which the spectral sequence in question degenerates at E 1. If  A is such 
an algebra the decomposition o f  Theorem 3.5(ii) holds in degrees > g, the 
minimal number of  generators o f  A; this follows from Lemma 3.4(iii) and the 
proof o f  Theorem 3.5. 
Definition 3.8 ([3, 15]) A commutative algebra A of  finite type has property 
(P) If  there exist graded vector spaees U = ~n>=o Un and V' = ~n>=o V~, 
such that: 
(i) For all n, HC,(A) = V~ | U~ | U,-2 | Un-4 |  and 
(ii) The periodicity operator S: HCn(A) ~HCn-z(A) vanishes on V~ | Un 
and maps identically Un-2 @ Un-4 | . . .  c HC,(A) onto the corresponding 
summand o f  HCn_z(A). 
Remarks 3.9 (i) Consider the polynomial algebra k[u] graded by deg u = 2. 
Then, u n H ~--~7=0ui | u n-i induces a coalgebra structure on k[u] and the 
periodicity operator S induces the structure o f  a k[u]-comodule on the cyclic 
homology HC(A) ofA.  The algebra A has property (P) if this comodule decom- 
poses into the direct sum of  a trivial comodule V' and an extended comodule 
u | k[u]. 
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(ii) I f  A has property (P) the graded space U in the above definition is 
given in degree n by U, = E ~ ( A )  ~_ Hinf(A) (cf. Remark 3.3(ii)). Hence, U 
is finite dimensional. 
Theorem 3.10 For a commutative alyebra A of  finite type, the followin,q are 
equivalent: 
(i) The spectral sequence associated with Connes' exact couple o f  A 
degenerates at E 1. 
(ii) Eln(')(A) = 0 for i < n. 
(iii) im(HC(A) s . s: lm(HC(A ) ~ HC(A))  > HC(A))  = 
(iv) A has property (P). 
I f  these conditions are satisfied then: 
(c~) The canonical map ~A" Hinf(A) >HdR(A) is an isomorphism. 
(fl) There is a short exact sequence 
O----~V(A) >HC(A) ~ H(Tot  ~ ( A ) )  >0, 
which admits a canonical splittin9 compatible with the operator S. 
(7) For all i < n there are short exact sequences 
0 > v~i-i ' )(A) ~ HH~')(A) '> v(i)(A)----~O, 
which make explicit the acyclicity o f  (HH(. * I)(A),BI), 1 > O. 
Proof  (i) >(ii) EJ(i)(A) : E~(O(A) -- 0 for i < n, by Theorem 3.2. 
(ii) >(iii) Let y 6 i m S  N HC~')(A) for some i _< n and choose x C 
(~+~) = 0, we can HC',+ 2 (A) such that y = Sx. Since Bl (Bx )  0 and ~n+3~f(i+Z)tA~ ~ = 
choose z E H H ~ I I ( A )  such that Bx = BIz. But then x - Iz E kerB --- i m S  
and hence y = Sx = S(x - I z )  E i m S  2. 
(iii) >(i) This follows from Remark 3.1(i). 
(iv) >(iii) This follows from the definition of property (P). 
(i) >(iv) We know from Remark 3.3(i) that 7~, 9 Hi,f(A) >HdR(A) is an 
isomorphism. Hence (8), which now holds for all 0 < i < n, shows that #(i) 
is a canonically split surjection for i < n (recall that /~") is an isomorphism). 
Moreover, the splittings are compatible with S. Theorem 3.7 implies that S 
vanishes on the kernel o f / t ;  it follows that A has property (P). 
Since S vanishes on V(A), (8) implies that 
V~O(A) ~ ker (HC~i)(A) s> Hc~i~21)(A)) = im (HH~i)(A) l > HC(O(A) ) 
and 
Vn(i-l)(A ) -I 
for i < n, whence the last assertion of  the theorem. 
(uc i t )  (A) s ) = coker k.._,, + > Hc~i_-j I )(A) 
~ ( H  (t_, 8 i)(A) ) -~ im C),_, )(A) ~ HH(. 
[] 
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Remarks  3.11 (i) Smooth algebras satisfy the equivalent conditions of  
Theorem 3.10. More generally, if  A = ~t>=oAt is a graded algebra with 
A0 smooth, then A satisfies these conditions as well. In particular, there are 
non-smooth algebras satisfying these conditions. On the other hand, since the 
canonical map ~ is not always an isomorphism, there are commutative algebras 
of  finite type which do not satisfy these conditions. 
(ii) Let A be a commutative algebra o f  finite type such that the 
spectral sequence associated with Connes'  exact couple of  A degenerates at E ~ 
Then, A is smooth over k; this follows from [1] since HHff)(A) = E~ = 
E~( ' ) (A)  = 0 i f  i +n.  In particular, A is reduced. Since A = HHo(A) = E~ = 
E ~ ( A )  = Hi~ is a finite dimensional vector space, we conclude that A is 
a finite direct product of  finite field extensions of  k. 
Conversely, if  A is such a direct product the system (HC.+2m 
(A),S)m is constant with value A (resp. 0) if  9 = 0 (resp. 1). In particular, 
the operator S is surjective and hence Remark 3.1(i) implies that the spectral 
sequence associated with Connes '  exact couple of  A degenerates at E ~ 
Appendix: Inverse limits 
In this Appendix, we prove Propositions A.3 and A.5, which were already used 
in the proofs of  Theorems 2.4 and 3.2. Proposition A.3 (Gray 's  criterion) was 
proved in [11], when k = Z. Considering dimension instead of  cardinality, we 
will present Gray ' s  arguments for the case of  a field. The result of  Proposition 
A.5 is folklore. 
We consider inverse systems of  vector spaces indexed by the ordered set 
N. The higher inverse limit functors lim' vanish if i > 2 (cf. [23]); hence, a 
+___ 
short exact sequence of inverse systems 
o ,(X'~),.----~(Xm)m " ( x ; ) m  ~0 
induces a 6-term exact sequence 
0 , lira X,~', , lira Xm ~ lira Am"---~ limm ~ X" ~ lim' Xm 
m m m m m 
, l im I " X,;, ----~0 . 
m 
(10) 
Let (Xm)m be an inverse system and consider, for n E N, the system (X~)m 
defined by 
f im(Xm ~X,) if  m > n x2 
t 0 i f m < n  
Let Xn = li.mm>,Xn/im (Xm-----+Xn) be the completion of Xn with respect to the 
filtration of  it by the images of  Xm, m > n, and 0n ' Xn ~-~n the canonical 
map. Using the 6-term exact sequence (10), one can show that limtX,] = 
+- - -  m 
coker 0n. 
Lemma A.I I f  (Xm)m is an inverse system and n C N, there exists a functorial  
surjective morphism lira' Xm---~coker 0n. +---tn 
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Proof There is a canonical epimorphism of  inverse systems (Ym) m ) 
(X",),,. Since lim~is right exact, it induces a surjective map of  vector spaces. 
Lemma A.2 Let F be a vector space filtered by a sequence F = Fo ~_ FI ~_ 
F 2 ~ " '"  Of" sub,paces. Then, if  the completion t ~ = lim,,F/Fm is eountably 
generated the filtration is" eventually constant. 
Proof Fix decompositions Fm-L = F,, | Gm, m > 0, and suppose that 
Gm 4= 0 for infinitely many m's.  Then, we can construct an uncountable linearly 
independent family of  vectors in j6 = l ~ m > o G  m using an uncountable chain of  
distinct non-empty subsets of  N. [] 
Proposit ion A.3 (Gray) ([" (Xm)m is an inverse system of countably generated 
vector spaces the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The inverse system (Xm)~ satisfies the Mittag Leffler condition. 
(ii) limi, X m = O. 
(iii) li_mi, Xm is countably generated. 
Proof (iii) -+ (i). Fix n E N and note that coker (X 0,,>Xn)A is countably 
generated by Lemma A. 1. Since so is X,,, it follows that X, is countably gener- 
ated as well. Hence, we can apply Lemma A.2 and conclude that the filtration 
of  X, by the images of  Xm,m > n, is eventually constant. This being true 
for all n, the inverse system (Xm),, satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, as 
needed. [] 
Remark A.4 If  (Xm)m is an arbitrary inverse system there is no control on 
the dimension of  li+_ml, X,~, as the following example shows. 
Given a vector space M, consider the inclusion M (N) ~-~ M N of  the countable 
direct sum of  copies of  M into the corresponding direct product. Let X be 
a subspace of M N containing M (N) such that M N / x  ~-- M (such a subspace 
exists, since the image of  the diagonal embedding of  M into M N intersects 
M (N) trivially). Let Fm C M N consist of  those sequences in M whose first 
m entries are 0. Consider the inverse system (Xm)~ with Xm = X N Fm and 
structural morphisms the inclusions. The completion X = li_m X0/X,,, o f  X = X0 
is identified with M N in such a way that the canonical morphism 0" X ~" 
coincides with the inclusion X ~ M N. Hence, li+_m~mXm = MN/X ~-- M. 
Now let (Xm) m be an inverse system and consider the system (Ym)m given 
by 
Ym = N im (Xm'---+Xm). 
m ! ~ m 
Then, the inclusions Ym C_ Xm induce an isomorphism li_mYm -~ li+_m,,Xm. I f  the 
inverse system (Xm)m satisfies the Mittag-Leffier condition the system (}l,,)m 
is surjective. 
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Proposition A.5 I f  the inverse system (Xm) m satisfies the Mittay-LeJfler 
condition the canonical morphism Po : li_m, Xm ~Xo maps li_mmXm onto 
nm>=oim(Xm 'Xo). 
Proof Considering the inverse system of stable images as above, we reduce 
to the case of a surjective system. In that case, the result is straightforward. 
[] 
Remark A.6 Without some assumption on the inverse system (Sin)m, the 
image of the canonical map P0:  li+_mXm ~Xo may be strictly contained in 
nm>=oim(Xm ~X0). In fact, for any morphism f :  M ~N there exists an 
inverse system (Xm)m with li+_m Xm = M and Nm__>0im(Xm ~X0) = N such 
that the map P0 is identified with f .  The following example is a variant of [6, 
Example 6.11 ]. 
Let W be the free abelian group with basis {era: m = 1, 2 . . . .  }, e: W----*Z 
the augmentation with em v--+ 1 and T the endomorphism of W given by em H 
em+I. Then, the inverse system (Xm) m with)(, ,  --- (N | W)|  for m ->__ 1 and 
X0 = N, whose structural morphisms Xm---~Xm_l are given by (idN | T)@idM 
for m > 1 and the matrix (idN | ~ f )  for m = 1, has the required properties. 
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